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THIS IS WHAT WE DO

OUR CRAFT
In pursuit of beauty… a single brush stroke
should suffice.
a building should be simple; yet
provocative and dynamic; a building
should be an emotional experience, move
you
technology and program guide the
process
a building defines the inhabitant’s
relationship to the world itself... the way it’s
entered, an existential reference
space should embrace TECHNOLOGY,
CULTURE, STYLE, NATURE and CONTEXT
space should...
pay homage to the site,
have respect for function,
embrace the natural and man made
order,
be harmonious with nature and climate,
pay service to aesthetic values
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Commercial

BROOKLYN

TRIBECA
ORIGINAL

Authenticity is vital in our ever-increasing
digitalized environment. In a milieu where
everything is becoming virtual, we strive towards
the nostalgic notion of going back to the lives of
our predecessors where things were meticulously
hand made. Unpretentious and customized;
handcrafted artisan products takes preference
over mass-produced goods. This inclination is
what underpins the design philosophy of Tribeca
Restaurants.
A specific focus was placed on a defending
threshold, moving through the ephemeral exterior
seating toward the warm, wood and steel-clad
heart of the restaurant. The relationship between
those who prepare the food and the client is
intimate, making clear the passion of ritual which
goes into the creation of both drink and food. This
is achieved through the inclusion of a wrap-around
service/ seating counter, harking back to the
layout of the seminal American diner, from which
much inspiration was drawn.
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TRIBECA
STANDARD
LYNNWOOD
BRIDGE
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Tribeca’s design is reminiscent of the food and
drink it offers and resonates with the longing for
quality and authenticity. The tactility of the space
as well as the attention to detail offers an escape
from the rather bland mall environment. It is the
perfect setting to enjoy what the good life has to
offer.
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TRIBECA
MALL OF
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Design inspiration has been drawn from the
experience of walking down the streets of New
York. Entering the space, one finds a steel
structure with an amalgamation of materials
and furniture pieces that simultaneously conveys
comfort and charm. The selection of interesting,
tactile materials portrays Tribeca’s menu which
presents an array of flavors, tastes and textures.
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LUCKY BREAD
M.O.A.
MIDRAND
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Lucky Bread’s food and coffee stall is an object
crafted out of mild steel, brass, timber and
leather. As designers we were taken on a process
of the making of a meaningful thing. Careful
consideration was given to the locally crafted
and the process of creating objects that could
last a century.
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LUCKY BREAD
BROOKLYN
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The first conceptual drawings for the new Lucky
Bread Co. took its cues from Richard Dreyfus’s
Hudson steam powered trains, designed for New
York City. This food and coffee stall resembling
a steel machine is the hero of the space and
carefully considered details brought the steel
together.
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POLOKWAN E

NANDO’S
SAVANNAH
MALL
Nando’s strong ethos of moving South African
design forward leads to exciting collaborations
between designers. In true Nando’s flavor, this
features a lot of creative synergy and interior
soul. The concept for the interior was born out of
research into the craft, clothing and traditions of
the Northern Sotho and Tsonga ethnicities, before
choosing to combine strong geometric shapes
with hues of red, yellow and green as the palette
for the refurbishment of the casa. The overall
result is an interior with plenty of soul and hygge.
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NANDO’S
HILLCREST
HILLCREST
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The eclectic creative energy of Nando’s design
approach is infectious and there is always great
excitement with the commencement of a new
design. Nando’s Hillcrest located in KwaZuluNatal was certainly no different. The concept’s
inspiration stemmed from the province’s lush
botanical landscapes. and the Zulu community’s
authentic African flair.
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NANDO’S
COMARO
CROSSING
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Nando’s unique aesthetic leads to an authentic
experience for its diverse clientele. The rounded
facade of the building is celebrated with a
circular bench including a rope backrest below
a timber spoke bulkhead. Existing chairs were up
cycled with bright paint and rope weaving to slot
in as a vibrant part of the new interior.
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MUCKLENEUK

BELGIUM
EMBASSY
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This restoration of the historical, John Kirkness
house (a former mayor of Pretoria) called for a
specific and careful intervention, requiring that
we, as designers remain sensitive to the historical
house. Where existing walls were removed a
clear indication on the floor was made with
hand-made tiles to indicate the walls’ original
position. The design approach to the Interior of
the building was to preserve the existing heritage
fabric and overlay it with vibrant contemporary
interior elements. The furniture was selected from
well-known Belgium and South African designers
to compliment the different spaces.
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TRAILWOLF
WOLWESPRUIT
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Reuse, reduce, recycle… Those are the
sustainability buzz-words, but when it comes to
practically applying the principles, it is not always
executed in exciting new ways. At Trailwolf
Cycles, a retail outlet and bicycle workshop at
the Wolwespruit Cycling Trail using recycled
materials in unconventional ways was a means to
separate the wolf from the pack.
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Public

FUTURE AFRICA

HUB

The brief called for the design of an environment
that would facilitate and enhance transdisciplinary research within the African context.
The facility should be a place where collective
research is done with a strong focus on science
leadership development. The Hub is a space
were the whole campus can congregate, eat,
and share ideas. A complete plywood structural
portal system - designed in detail and modeled
3-dimensionally in the architect’s offices, then
sent to CNC (Computer Numerical Control)
machines for cutting and manufacturing the
off site components, before finally being rapidly
assembled on site. The environment resulting from
the development fosters community, ownership,
and participation through spatial transparency,
democracy and choice. Conventional
approaches at universities call for clusters of
buildings with some shared facilities central
to the residential units. These approaches still
create islands and isolation. The re-imagining of
this typology called for centralized spaces for
interaction; that would facilitate collaboration,
cultural interaction and friendship.
Central to the collaboration/ communal facilities
are food and the preparation thereof. With the
vast cultural diversity on our continent, the idea
of sharing thoughts around “dinner tables” was
core to the organization. The landscape design
also formed part of the system by re-introducing
56 orphan crops and allowing foraging to explore
alternative cuisines and creative interaction
around new tastes, textures and colors.
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RESEARCH
COMMONS
FUTURE AFRICA
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FUTURE AFRICA

HOUSING
UNITS
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The housing complex consists of 280 one-, two, and three-bedroom living units. The precast
system was designed in Earthworld’s office
in a three-dimensional environment, before
sharing the electronic models with the pre-cast
manufacturer. The pre-cast concrete elements
were manufactured 11km offsite and then
brought to site for assembly with cranes.
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SKUKUZA
SAFARI
LODGE

KRUGER NATIONAL
PARK
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The Skukuza Rest Camp located on the southwestern edge of the Kruger National Park is
not only familiar and well-loved by many South
Africans but also by numerous international
visitors. The local Tsonga and Swazi communities’
use of color and clothing was the major
inspiration for the interior, for example pendant
lights take their cue from the movement of the
Tsonga’s skirts during traditional dance. The
interior becomes a surprising treasure in the
middle of the bush, and a welcome retreat after
a day of exploring the beautiful surroundings.
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Residential

MIDRAND

HOUSE
COERTSE

The clients’ dream was a home that seamlessly
integrates outside and inside via the use of cuttingedge technology. It was the perfect setting to fuse
spatial bravado with technology. On arrival from
the north-east the central movement within the
house can be clearly perceived. The monopitch
Rheinzink roof floating protectively over the
dwelling spaces below, as well as the foyer that
creates a niche within the eastern elevation, is
what establishes this east-west axis clearly.
After moving thought the scaled down foyer,
visitors are welcomed by a small planted courtyard
to the left. This doubles as a vertical circulation
node with a main stair behind its glazed periphery
and a concrete stair on the opposite wall leading
to a green roof. With orientation of the private
spaces above firmly established, guests are
welcomed to the social spaces to the north-west
of the residence. A double volume patio and an
eco-pool overflowing into a planted pond framing
the lake to the west are features of the house. A
living area and bar open to the pool and patio welcoming guests in to the lounge.
Food can be prepared in the kitchen, well within
view of all these spaces. The scale of the spaces
can be controlled by aluminum sliding doors and
automated roll-up blinds. Enabling the family of
three to have privacy and intimacy if needed.
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LYNNWOOD RIDGE

HOUSE
NIEUWENHUYS
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The project called for the creation of a
contemporary house, located on Lynnwood
Ridge, Pretoria. The carefully shaded glass
facades ensure a continuation of space with
minimal differentiation between the interior
and exterior spaces. In its entirety, the design
stands as an excellent example of what can be
achieved when sustainable design principles are
incorporated into contemporary living.
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HOUSE DU
PLESSIS
40
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The site has a commanding view of the city
toward the north. With intimate spaces; such as
the bedrooms and private lounges being rigid
in comparison to the shared spaces; which are
more open and exposed, all the areas still allow
for a play of light, contrasting this heaviness of the
house with a clerestory and screens that allow in
dappled sunlight, warming the spaces.
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HOUSE
ZEEMAN
PRETORIA
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Even though it presented some major functional
problems, charmed by this early 20th century
Baker School residence, the Zeeman family
saw the potential and immediately purchased
the property. The subtle, yet contemporary
intervention enhances the timeless quality of
a beautiful structure whilst providing the muchneeded existential interface the clients required.
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HOUSE
IZEBOUD
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With little intervention to the spatial layout and
the existing roof structure, an ordinary suburban
house has been converted into a spectacular
living-space. The notion was to convert the
introverted spaces, to an extroverted residence
which draws in its environment.
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SILVER LAKES

HOUSE
GAUCHÉ
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From the onset it was obvious to limit any
disturbance to the site, using the two rocky
outcrops as the only places where the building
may touch the landscape. Besides the basic
ancillary facilities, the client’s brief was clear;
four bedrooms, a study, open plan living, dining,
kitchen and family room - and the structure must
be concrete. From the onset it was obvious to
limit any disturbance to the Site, using the two
rocky outcrops as the only places where the
building may touch the Site. A palette of Steel,
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THIS IS US

THE TEAM
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+27(0)12 346 5400
177 Umkomaas Road
Ashlea Gardens
Cape Town Office
+27 (0)76 282 0106
71 Hofmeyer Street
Cape Town
André
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Madelaine

“ON THE MAKING
OF MEANINGFULL
THINGS”
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Laurika

Anneli

www.ewarch.co.za
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